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Project Details

Jugopetrol Commercial Business Centre
Jugopetrol business building is a typical example of a modern office building equipped according to the
highest world standards. It consists of a tower, an annex with shops, a garage and shelters (3),with total
area of 37,648 m2. (By its architecture it creates a unique modern complex with the hotel "Hyatt
Regency'' in Novi Beograd.)

Employer: Jugopetrol
Location: Belgrade
Total cost of project: N/A
Years of construction: N/A - 1989
Category: Business Centres, Sports Complexes And Congress Halls
Status:
Finished
Area: 37.648 m2
Contractor: GP Rad
Detail design:
GP Rad
Author:
Prof. Ivan Antic, Vasilije Milunovic
Designer:
Balkovic, Medenica, Vasilije Milunovic, Prof. Ivan Antic
Structure Designer:
G. Ranisavljevic, Maljkovic, Prof. Milorad Ivkovic, Horvatovc
Installation Designer:
Janko Lisjak, Svetlost

Photo Gallery

Information
§ The building has a ceremonial hall with 500 seats for consultations, conferences, congresses and
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symposiums. This rentable hall has a public address system. Within this centre there are also: a room for
meetings with SO seats restaurant with300 seats and the kitchen for preparation of 2000 meals, two
banquet halls with 35 and 15 seats, a garage for 80 passenger cars, a parking area for 2,000 vehicles, 8
smaller shops 25-50 m2, two large shops 500 m2 each, three nuclear-raid shelters to accommodate 1000
people and computer centre fitted with the most modern IBM equipment.
§ The building is air-conditioned with computer control and regulation. The vertical communication
is by four lifts for 13 persons each and a staircase, all in the central part of the building.
§ The building is of reinforced concrete structure with low and high groundfloor and seven floors.
the floor structure is a mushroom slab without capitels, span 7.20 x 7.20 m.
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